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Discouraged, disappointed, even desperate are mild words for the way you
feel when you find your canned vegetables spoiling after you took such care to

follow directions for processing in your pressure cooker.

It's almost enough to make you lose your faith in science! Here you've go:

and spent money for a steam pressure cooker because the canning experts all say
that the only safe way to put up non-acid foods is under pressure. You've bought
this special equipment to make certain that your foods will be sterilized against
spoilage — and now look. The peas and green beans are starting to spoil already
You followed every word in your home canning bulletin — every single word. Ho
wonder you're discouraged and bewildered, too. What you want to know is why —
why did they spoil?

The answer probably is that your pressure gauge is wrong. Even new cooker
sometimes have faulty gauges. And other cookers may get out of whack after you
have used them awhile. So you'll bo wise if you have your pressure gauge checked
at the beginning of each canning season. If you are buying a new cooker, be sure

the gauge is checked before you put down your money. Sometimes you can see for
yourself that the gauge is wrong. You can be sure it is if the pointer doesn't
rest at zero when the canner is not in use. But other times the gauge may seem
all right when it is far enough off to spoil all your canning calculations.

The next question is: How and where can you have your gauge checked? The

extension home management specialist in your State is the best person to ask abec

that. In Nebraska the Experiment Station laboratory offers this service free to

all citizens of the State. All you have to do is to remove the gauge and mail it

to the Staticnif you live in Nebraska. They will send it back with a statement
showing what dial readings on your gauge correspond to actual pressures of 5 an<i

and 15 pounds per square inch. Some manufacturers of pressure cookers also adver

tise such service. Often you can mail jrour gauge back to the company who made it

and they will test it for you.

You see how it is. The pressure gauge is an indicator of temperature in t

cooker. To have the high temperature necessary for canning meats and most vegeta-

bles — the non-acid foods, you must have a certain pressure in the cooker. And
you must have a gauge that records that pressure accurately.

By the way, Mr. Arnold Baragar of the Nebraska Station recently learned so

interesting things about pressure cooker gauges in Nebraska homes. Ho tested so:.

53 gauges sent in by Nebraska housewives — some new and some from 2 to 24 years

old, and found that only a fourth of these gauges were absolutely accurate. No
wonder some housewives reported that they had less spoilage from canning by the
water-bath method than from canning under pressure. Many of them had been depend
ing on gauges that weren't registering properly.
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But an incorrect gauge is not the only reason for spoilage trouble after
processing in a. pressure cooker. Another reason is that you must adjust your pres-
sure to the altitude. When the pressure cooker is used in the mountains, the water
starts to boil at a loner temperature than it does at sea level. So ycu need to

use more pressure for canning in the mountains. The rule to remember is that when
you are processing at altitudes of 1000 feet or more, you must increase your' gauge
pressure a half pound per square inch for each .1000 feet elevation. The farther
up you go, the more pressure you need.

You will find directions for canning under pressure in Formers' Bulletin
No. 17b2 called "Home Canning of Fruits, Vegetables, and Meats." But Mr. Baragar
believes that a good many home canner s need to be reminded especially of a few
important points*.' One of these points is the water in the cooker. The cooker
should have in it boiling water to a depth of about one inch — enough water to

come -just below the canning rack. After processing each batch of cans or jars, you
need to add more water so that the cooker won't boil dry. If your cooker happens
to lose a little steam around the lid, as soom do when the fitting of the lid is

not perfect, then you mus-t add water to make up for the loss.

Here's another point — how you load your cooker. You need free circulation
of steam around all cans. "-..So when you set the cans in, don't set them too close.

Now about sealing the -cooker. The way you seal it will do much to prevent
steam from escaping around the rim. In a new cooker steam should only escape from
the petcock. Of course, you I^ciom that all air must be out of the cooker to have
an even temperature inside. Air-pockets inside may spoil all your careful proces-
sing. So you must let the 'steam escape from the petcock for at least U minutes in
a steady stream .. Then close the petcock and let the cooker come to the right pres-
sure.

You know, too, that' you begin counting time for processing the moment the

pressure is right. But it Is most important to regulate the stove so that the

pressure won't go up and down. A variation of from only 3 or 5 pounds may cause

leakage -of juice from glass. jars. Be particularly careful not to let the pressure'

go so high that the safety valve will "blow off." This will mean an even greater
loss of juice.

And when the processing is' done, remove the cooker from the stove but don't

open the petcock if you have glass jars or large tin cans inside. Sudden release
of pressure causes loss of liquid in jars and makes large tin cans buckle. Let the-

pressure cone to zero by natural slow cooling and then open the petcock gradually.

Finally, one last point. This is about cl eaning the cooker. Give the rims

of the cooker and cover careful cleaning and take care not to dent or mar them.

Clean the safety valve carefully, too, for a dirty or corroded valve may stick and

not release steam when necessary. Silver polish will keep the valve and its holder

clean. The petcock and the opening into the pressure valve also need careful clean-

ing. But be careful not to get the pressure gauge in water. Wash the canner in

clean suds, rinse and dry thoroughly and store it with the cover turned upside down

and a paper over the top if you want to prevent a stale odor in your canner.

That's all the pressure cooker news for today.




